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Dear Dr. Egan,
Thank you for submitting the final version of your paper. I am writing to inform you that the
materials are now in order and I have sent the paper to press.
I would be pleased to consider any pictures that are relevant to the manuscript for the cover
of the issue in which your paper shall appear. We can work from prints, slides or high
resolution electronic files. The resolution of digital photos should be at least 300 dpi (ideally
600 dpi) at reproduction size and authors should check before proposing any image that a
copy exists that is of sufficiently high resolution to withstand enlarging to 22 cm height x 21
cm width (images of about 200 dpi. can sometimes be considered, depending on jpg
compressions settings). Low resolution files are, however, adequate for the initial selection
process. Files should be sent to admin@journalofecology.org
The Journal has recently launched a blog (http://jecologyblog.wordpress.com/) to celebrate
the publication of the 100th Volume. We would like to feature author videos or images with
lay
summaries
of
recently
published
articles
on
the
blog.
Please
visit http://jecologyblog.wordpress.com/2012/01/10/journal-of-ecology-photo-features/ for
an example. Content should be aimed at an informed, but non-specialist, audience. If you are
interested in submitting content for the blog, please send any content or queries
to admin@journalofecology.org As part of the Journal’s continued commitment to its
authors, the Editorial Office and Publisher wish to keep you informed about what will happen
next. The attached document contains important information regarding journal publication
and services for authors. In particular, it describes:
- How you can check the status of your article online and choose to receive automated e-mails
at key stages of the production process.
- Wiley-Blackwell's Early View service, whereby articles are published online in advance of
their publication in a printed issue. Early View articles are fully published, and no changes can

be made after online publication. The nature of Early View articles means that they do not
yet have volume, issue or page numbers, so Early View articles cannot be cited in the
traditional way. They are therefore given a Digital Object Identifier (DOI), which allows the
article to be cited and tracked before it is allocated to an issue. To view forthcoming Journal
of Ecology papers Early View and to register for free Table of Contents alerts please go
to http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/%28ISSN%291365-2745
- Arrangements for receipt and return of proofs.
Approximately 2 working days after your paper has been sent to production it will be posted
in the ‘Accepted Article’ section on Wiley Online Library. The paper will appear in PDF format
in its current form, that is before copyediting, typesetting and proofing have been
completed. A DOI will be assigned to your paper so that it is citable from this point onwards.
At the same time your article will be sent for copyediting and typesetting and you will receive
proofs for approval within a few weeks. The final corrected proof version of your paper will
then replace the Accepted Article version and this version of record of your manuscript will
be posted in the Early View section on Wiley Online Library provided a licence form has been
completed and returned.
Within the next few days you will receive an email from Wiley’s Author Services asking you to
log in to their system. There you will be presented with the appropriate licence for
completion. If your institution is planning a press release for this work, please let us know
immediately, so that the accepted version of your paper does not appear online until the
press release is ready. By signing up for Author Services, you can also nominate several
colleagues who will be alerted of the publication of your paper and be sent a complimentary
PDF of your manuscript. We regard publishing a paper in Journal of Ecology as part of a
partnership; as a published author we hope that you will be prepared to help maintain the
standards of the Journal by refereeing papers within your field of expertise.
Thank you again and best wishes,
Lauren
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